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2011 Results

Steve Sabatino, PA
Brian Wool, DE
Eric Stranger, OH
Jonathan Izer, MD
Paul Risner, FL
R. Covington, MD

Lyman Moquin, DC
Jeff Cornett, FL
Philip Shea, FL
O David Metzger, NY
O Roy Gibson, MD
O Rob Eastman, NV

Dave Terry, MD

Jeff Cornett, FL

77  1992-2011

49  2001-2011

Top Laurelists

Steve Sabatino, PA

Paul Risner, FL
283
Richard Moyer, MN 156
William Rohrbeck, NH 106
Keith Hunsinger, OH 100
Eric Stranger, OH
76
Steve Sabatino, PA
60
Dan Dolan Sr, NJ
60
Dave Long, NC
60
Stephen Quirke, WI
56
Judy Krauss, PA
42

B-17; Queen of the Skies (B17)

O

ur three missions again took us to the heart of
Nazi Germany, but in numbers never seen before. B-17 again flummoxed the CD with a record
turnout and posted its seventh straight attendance
increase as 77 daring pilots, including our firstever “all-female” squadron, turned out for “Black
Thursday;” the climax of 20 years of unique camaraderie! Total missions flown reached 60 with:
• Marienburg; an 11-zone mission that pushed
aircraft and crews to the limit! Losses were light due
to strong fighter escort and poor Luftwaffe response.
• Munster; a 7-zone flight with low losses as
opposing fighters fell victim to concentrated fire
from the gunners of the 100th Bomb Group (H).
• The milk runs ended as we returned to the ballbearing factories of Schweinfurt. It was “Black Thursday”—the bloodiest day in the history of the 8th Air
Force. For the first time, the “Bloody Hundredth”
faced the Luftwaffe’s new night-fighter, the twin-engine, cannon-firing Me-410! A combination of heavy
fighter cover and intense flak caused severe losses.
After all was said and done, B-17 crowned a
new champion, Steve Sabatino and a new Sand
Man: Roger Covington. I’m not sure who was envied more. On Friday Night, we assembled in record numbers again with 60 present at the Officers
Club for the annual After Action Party featuring a
debriefing, the awarding of medals and honors, a trip to the prize
table and refreshments. Eight
former champions were present,
representing 13 past events.

Top Laurelists

Lyman Moquin, DC

M

Jeff Cornett, FL
Philip Shea, VA
Ben Knight, MD
Lyman Moquin, DC
David Metzger, NY
Robert Eastman, NV
Steve Lollis, MD
Nicole Reiff, OH
Larry Lingle, PA
Barry Shoults, MI

90
66
51
48
42
33
33
30
30
30

Battle Cry (BCY)

ost scenarios seemed reasonably balanced with the exception of Belmont, as
the North went 14-3, despite bids that awarded
extra Southern draws in ten games. After Round
4, Phil Shea and Robert Eastman were unbeaten
but nine 3-1 players remained in contention, including six former champs. The South won all
eight Round 5 matches as Lyman Moquin, Roy
Gibson, Jeff Mullet and Bruce Reiff beat Barry
Shoults, Steve Lollis, Jeff Cornett, and Dave
Metzger respectively to advance. A random
drawing among nine 3-2 hopefuls then awarded
a second life to Metzger and Cornett. Three former champs were felled by this lottery.
The Battle of Oak Grove split 2-2 in Round 6.
Winning as the North, Shea remained unbeaten
by extending Consul Reiff’s uncharacteristic down
year, while Metzger upset Mullet. Winning as the
South, Moquin topped Gibson, while Cornett ended Eastman’s unbeaten streak. Both 3-2 alternates
had upset higher qualifiers with their second life.
The four survivors bid heavily (three extra card
draws) for the South in Round 7’s Battle of Prairie
Grove, but the bids proved insufficient as the rebels
won both games from their higher vantage point.
Cornett edged Metzger in the meeting of alternates
while Moquin ended Shea’s streak. Lyman then
outbid Jeff for the Union in the Perryville Final and handed the alternate his third loss in a 7-5 win to go
7-1 for the day—his lone setback a
5-bid Round 2 loss to Mullet.
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Rob Beyma, MD
Bill Morse, VA
Vinny Sinigaglio, NJ
O Forrest Pafenberg, VA
O John Clarke, VA
O Bruno Sinigaglio, AK

Rob Doane, MD
Champ Easter, GA
Chris Easter, GA
O Dale Long, NJ
O Rob McCracken, DE
O Mark Miklos, GA

Frank Sinigaglio, NJ

Mark Miklos, GA

23  1991-2011

Top Laurelists

Rob Beyma, MD

Steve Likevich, OH
Forrest Pafenberg, VA
Phil Evans, fr
Bill Morse, VA
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
Bob Ryan, MI
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ
Vince Sinigaglio, NJ
John Clarke, FL
Rob Beyma, MD

Top Laurelists

152
127
112
96
66
60
48
39
34
30

Battle of the Bulge (B81)

T

28  1999-2011

he Germans won 18 of 27 preliminary
games, but when it counted the Allies
took two of three in the playoffs. The results since 2003 give the Germans a slim 130-122 advantage. Making it to the Final Four this year were
2006 champ Bill Morse (44 points), 1992 titleist Rob
Beyma (40 points), rising young buck Vinny Sinigaglio (38 points) and perennial hard luck contender
Forrest Pafenberg (34 points).
In the semis, Morse was the grateful recipient of
another of Forrest’s legendary bloodless openings
that ran true to form, leaving him hosed in the center.
It was small consolation that this dismal turn paled in
contrast to his legendary 2003 offensive that rolled no
American kills at all—a feat estimated to be a 1-in-820
likelihood. In the other semi, super-grognard Beyma
schooled the younger generation, proving he still
has what it takes after a long absence. In contrast to
Forrest’s opening, he bagged five American units in
the center, making it difficult to form a defensive line
where the Americans are weakest. Vinny held it together until 18AM, when the Germans captured Bastogne and Trois Ponts. Down 16 units, he conceded.
Two former champs met in the Final although
their titles came 14 years apart. Bill’s Germans
rolled poorly in the north. Overall, his results were
just fair with but four units lost, and too many
units available to throw into the usually vulnerable
center. Fair don’t cut it against
this kind of tactician, and Rob
won his second B81 title, 19
years after the first.

Rob Doane, MD

Mark Miklos, GA
210
Dale Long, NJ
116
John Vasilakos, VA
81
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK 76
Jim Tracy, OH
72
Cliff Hansen, NM
48
Volko Ruhnke, VA
42
Andrew Maly, TX
35
Robert McCracken, DE 33
Rob Doane, MD
30

Battles of the Am. Revolution (BAR)

F

ive past champions humbled! All ten top rated
players defeated! A 13-year old blazes a trail of
guts and glory across the battlefield! The original
“Saratoga” was the background for both the Mulligan & Round 1. 16 games were played with the
British taking ten. Players sensed early this was
not business as usual when two former champions, Andy Maly and John Vasilakos, were hors
d’ combat early. 12 players returned for Round 2;
the Howe’s Flank Attack scenario from “Brandywine
Creek.” The Americans prevailed in five contests
with Chris Easter eliminating 2009 champion Jim
Tracy. Young Champ Easter, the afore-mentioned
13-year old, managed the sole British win.
The “Guilford Courthouse” scenario yielded two
American triumphs as Chris Easter dismissed defending champ Dale Long while Rob Doane beat
Rob McCracken. Meanwhile the younger Easter,
again the lone British victor in a round, took down
5-time champion and designer Mark Miklos! With
three players remaining, and all former champions
vanquished, the bye went to Doane who had the
most points through three rounds. Rob would await
the outcome of the family clash for the right to oppose him in the Final.
The Washington’s Stand scenario from “Monmouth
Courthouse” ended in a draw with each holding 12
VPs, requiring use of a Morale tie breaker for the son to top the father. Alas, this
Disney tale of youth rewarded was denied by the veteran Doane who downed
the youngster in the Pensacola Final.
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Tom Gregorio, PA
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
Forest Pafenberg, VA
O Randy Heller, NH
O Johnny Hasay, PA
O Marty Musella, VA

Rob Flowers, MD
Daniel Speyer, NY
John Corrado, VA
O Wm. Kendrick, uk
O John Dextraze, on
O Bruce Hodgins, on

Randy Heller, NH

Edward Kendrick, uk

21  1999-2011

Top Laurelists

Tom Gregorio, PA

K

Tom Gregorio, PA
Randy Heller, NH
Bruno Sinigaglio, AK
Bob Ryan, MI
Phil Evans, fr
Bill Morse, VA
Forrest Pafenberg, VA
Steve Likevich, OH
Mike Mitchell, GA
John Grant Jr, CT

227
223
132
128
94
72
69
57
42
35

Bitter Woods (BWD)

evin Hacker nearly claimed a big scalp when
he had the game’s designer on the ropes with
a 50/50 chance for a winning breakthrough, but the
die would not cooperate. Randy Heller recovered
from this near death experience to finally reverse
several losses to Bill Morse in the 6-turn scenario.
Multi-champion Gregorio humbled his opponents in rapid succession during the closing rounds
of play. Speculation is that Tom toyed with his last
two adversaries by giving them a key victory point
location on Turn 2. In his game with Randy, Tom
lost both Bastogne and Parker’s Crossroads. However, by scenario end, he had eliminated more enemy units than he had lost, to include the capture
of General Dietrich. Not only did Randy not gain
enough kills, but he failed to avoid the loss of four
or more non-infantry class units as well.
The Final between Tom and defending champ
Sinigaglio drew a crowd of onlookers. Bruno
started out masterfully by blowing through Tom’s
defense on the first day and capturing Trois Ponts
with KG Peiper prior to the “Peiper breakout
turn.” Later, Bruno used artillery bombardment to
capture Bastogne. However, he was unable to garner the unit kills to acquire that particular victory
point. The decision came down to the last turn as
Bruno attempted to first finesse,
and then bludgeon, his way into
Parker’s Crossroads. The attempt
failed, giving back the crown to
Tom for the fifth time. It was his
11th overall tournament victory.

45  2010-2011

Top Laurelists

Rob Flowers, MD

A

Bruce Hodgins, on
Rob Flowers, MD
Daniel Speyer, NY
Tom McCorry, VA
John Corrado, VA
Chris Skuce, on
William Kendrick, uk
David Platnick, VA
John Dextraze, on
Paul Sampson, OH

33
30
18
18
12
12
9
9
6
6

Brass (BRS)

ttendance at the second tournament grew
by more than a third with four nations
represented in the field. Coupled with similar
growth in his Automobile design and the hit of
open gaming with his latest, A Few Acres of Snow,
Martin Wallace games are becoming all the rage
at WBC. The average score for the 22 games
was 123.6—up slightly over last year—with the
highest belonging to defending champion Bruce
Hodgins (166). There was again one game decided on a tie-break—this time during the heats—
and Chris Senhouse qualified with the highest
possible alternate score of 3.00.
After 17 preliminary games, 13 of the 15 unique
winners continued to the semis, so three runnersup (based on % of their winner’s score) were added
to form four 4-player games. On this occasion the
four semi-final winners advanced in orderly fashion and the Canal Era progressed evenly, with
all players building iron and developing. Speyer
shipped two mills to market early, but got caught
later, losing an M1 and failing to flip an M3 to finish the Canal era last. Corrado was confined to the
west coast by his cards and built ports up to P3,
allowing Kendrick to use them to ship two M3s.
Flowers shipped an M2 to another Corrado port
and overbuilt his own ironworks in Rochdale. A
second shipyard with a solid coal
and rail foundation—and no mills
or ports—took Flowers to a lowkey but very competent victory
with 138 points to Speyer’s 131.
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M. Birnbaum, NY
Mike Kaye, MD
Jim Eliason, IA
O Nels Thompson, NY
O K. Wojtaszczyk, NY
O Mike Rinella, NY

Ewan McNay, NY
Jim Jordan, MD
Micah Hultgren, CA
Barry Smith, NY
Scott Pfeiffer, SC
O Greg Hultgren, CA
James Jordan, MD

Andrew Cummins, uk

41  1991-2011

21  1994-2011

Top Laurelists

Marvin Birnbaum. NY

T

Don Greenwood, MD
Nels Thompson, NY
Andrew Cummins, uk
Alan Applebaum, MA
Marvin Birnbaum, NY
Jim Doughan, PA
Jim Eliason, IA
Bryan Eshleman, NC
Michael Kaye, MD
Tom Dworschak, GA

372
300
276
204
201
187
182
169
163
156

Breakout: Normandy (BKN)

he new edition arrived too late to see much
action but nonetheless spiked a rebound in
games played. The question remains whether the
new edition can breath life into a game that remains fresh despite its age. Bidding for the standard game averaged 37—down from last year’s 39.
Perhaps, not coincidentally, the Allies won 14 of
22 games. The L2 games split 3-2 to the Allies with
bidding between 0 and –7 for the Allies.
Behind these abstract figures lie the stories of
battles won and lost with Breakout’s trademark
twists of fate. The Americans being driven into
the sea at Omaha while Caen teetered in the balance a day later is certainly not a common sight.
Nor was a game wherein Caen was never contested ending in an Allied victory, St Lo falling to the
Allies on D+1, or Caen taken on D+1 by a single
Canadian regiment. Then there are those games
that never saw an unscheduled rain drop measured against those where the weather changed
six times in the first three days. The variety never
ceases to amaze.
The format is cruel for those who remember the
grueling days of five swiss rounds. Four champs
tasted defeat, none more notable than the end of
Nels Thompson’s three-year reign at the hands of
Marvin Birnbaum. The Final matched Marvin and
Michael Kaye—both Allied specialists—who reversed form with the
spectacle of an Allied bidding war.
Michael won the bid at 14, but lost
the title. Times have changed.

Top Laurelists

Ewan McNay, NY

20

Ewan McNay, CT
Nick Benedict, PA
James Jordan, MD
Scott Pfeiffer, SC
Mark Smith, KY
Randy Schilb, MO
David Gantt, SC
Barry Smith, NY
Rick Kirchner, KY
Richard Curtin, NY

348
192
156
83
82
74
70
67
64
64

Britannia (BRI)

11 will forever be known as the year of close
finishes. Ewan McNay’s Blues had just survived a 1-point win over Rick Kirchner’s Greens
(226-225) for one of three scarce Blue wins. Ewan
was looking forward to his first “closest win in the
heats” award when another one-point finish ended.
Rich Curtin’s Greens had topped Greg Hultgren’s
Yellows 229-228, and as closest is defined as percentage of the winner’s score, Rich had the closest win
by 0.000058 over Ewan. Steve Smith recorded yet
another 1-point triumph in the next heat when his
Reds outscored Llew Bardecki’s Yellows 233-232.
Not done yet, Jim Jordan’s Reds eked out a fourth
1-point win (in keeping with the theme of 2011) over
Scott Pfeiffer’s Yellows in the semi-finals where the
spread from top to bottom was a mere 14 points.
The Final commenced with Barry Smith’s rather uneventful Roman invasion. The action warmed
with Ewan McNay’s Saxon invasion. Barry’s Romano-British were eventually eliminated by the Saxons by Turn 11, but only after taking out 19 Saxon
armies. Micah Hultgren’s Danes then arrived on the
scene only to encounter tough sledding against Jim
Jordan’s Angles. Ewan’s Norsemen easily claimed
Hebrides and Orkneys to Red’s benefit. When the
last body was buried, Ewan’s Reds had hung on
for victory with 242 points. Jim’s Blues trailed five
points behind, while Micah’s Greens
stood at 228. Barry’s Yellows trailed
with 217 points. Ewan is now the first
name on the new Britannia tray, and
so we’re set for another 20 years.
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Rob Drozd, IL
Sean McCulloch, OH
Jeff Mullet, OH
O Josh Githens, SC
O Anna Marion, PA
O Ralph Gleaton, SC

Arthur Wines, PA
Ryan Houman, NJ
Jeff Mullet, OH
O Barrett Straub, MD
O Patrick Monte, NY
O Eric Monte, NY

Katie McCorry, VA

Tom McCorry, VA

172  2006-2011

85  2002-2011

Top Laurelists

Rob Drozd, IL

“R

Rob Drozd, IL
Elaine Pearson, NC
Danny Lewis, DE
Anne Norton, NJ
Rob Winslow, NY
David Burkey, PA
Sean McCulloch, OH
Marco DeLaurentis, PA
Brian Hanechak, MA
Ted Drozd, IL

30
30
30
30
20
20
18
18
18
18

Can’t Stop (CNS)

aucus” doesn’t begin to cover the atmosphere of this late night event where the
WBC “No Kibitzing” rule is openly flaunted in
a crowded ballroom and cheering one’s favorites—often to their detriment—is the order of the
day. Indeed, cheering or “rattling” those deciding whether to push their luck is often viewed as
more fun than playing the game.
Gradually, most of the rowdy masses shuffled
off to bed, leaving four survivors who were now
close enough to smell wood. Josh Githens started
by best exemplifying the Can’t Stop mindset—no
matter what his situation, he refused to stop until
he finished a column. His luck that had got him
this far, finally deserted him, as he busted on every turn. After a few rounds, Rob Drozd had a
really good run, capping his second column and
placing another marker one space shy of his third.
He played it safe and stopped in expectation of
winning on his next turn. But Sean McCulloch
had a similar run. He also decided to play it safe
(or, “wimp out”) and hope that Rob would not be
able to roll his final number on his next try. Jeff
Mullet completed the round and his second column, but remained well off the pace. After Josh
busted yet again, Rob took the dice in control of
his own destiny. His first roll bore no fruit, and
hope sprang eternal around the
table. But it was in vain, as his second toss finished his third column,
allowing him to claim his second
WBC title.

Top Laurelists

Arthur Wines, PA

D

Robbie Mitchell, VA
L. Dan Hoffman, MD
Arthur Wines, PA
Scott Buckwalter, MD
Olin Hentz, CT
Debbie Gutermuth, TX
Carolyn Strock, PA
Katie McCorry, VA
Jennifer Visocnik, IL
Richard Jones, uk

69
59
48
42
36
33
30
30
30
30

Carcassonne (CAR)

ifferences between the German and Rio
Grande editions have caused some confusion
over farmer scoring. In the recent third edition, a
city may now be scored multiple times and, in an
often overlooked rule change, two-tile completed
cities are now worth four points so there is no special exception to the city scoring. Going forward
we will use the third edition rules that appear to be
the best balance between farmer and city scoring.
In the multi-player mulligan round, we still had
a noticeable shortage of the “Inns and Cathedral” expansion. I believe this is one of the best of the numerous Carcassonne expansions since it makes very
few additions to the rules (the addition of one super
Meeple per player, and tiles that make roads [Inns]
and cities [Cathedrals] score double if finished and
nothing if not) while adding many new tiles combinations missing from the base set. But given the lack
of necessary copies, we must return to the basic set
for the 2012 multi-player mulligan round.
Two of our recent champions missed WBC this
year. However, two-time champion Robbie Mitchell and defending champion Carolyn Strock were
front and center to compete. Last year’s runner-up,
Arthur Wines, returned to WBC for one day just to
win the Carcassonne championship and reclaim family bragging rights from his niece Carolyn. Mission
accomplished! In the end, the string
of six championships won by the
werewolf generation came to an end
and Arthur served notice that us teetering old folk aren’t quite done yet.
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A. Collinson, FL
John Tighe, Sr, NJ
Josh Githens, SC
Brian Wool, DE
Shawn Dorsey, SC
Scott Sirianna, NY

Jefferson Meyer, MA
Richard Moyer, MA
Kenneth Horan, PA
O Mike Kaltman, PA
O Andrew Gerb, MD
O Kevin Walsh, NY

John Jacoby, VA

Mike Kaltman, PA

80  1991-2011

34  2006-2011

Top Laurelists

Top Laurelists

Jefferson Meyer, MA

I

Peter Putnam, MD
103
Andrew Gerb, MD
83
Sam Atabaki, CA
64
Jeff Meyer, MA
60
Michael Kaltman, PA 59
Rich Meyer, MA
51
Jeremy Spencer, NC
40
Cary Morris, NC
30
Rod Spade, PA
22
Kenneth Horan, PA
12

Caylus (CYL)

s Caylus showing its age? The 2011 schedule
avoided the Puerto Rico conflicts of the past, but
put it on a collision course with upcomer Egizia
as the field shrank again. Nonetheless, the usual
familiar faces persevered, with 12 preliminary
games contested (seven in Heat 1, five in Heat 2).
The ‘Point’ Track ruled the heats. In ten games
where the winner’s favors were dutifully recorded,
seven found the winner reaching Level 5, and two
more saw the winner reach Level 4. In contrast, the
‘Building’ track was maxed out in only three games,
with the winner reaching level 2 in a fourth game.
Chris Senhouse netted the high preliminary
score of 113 (reaching Level 4 of the ‘Point’ track
and maxing out the ‘Building’ track) while John
Roizin edged his table (68-66-61-61). The 2-point
victory was the closest of the heats, while Ken
Horan enjoyed the largest winning margin, clearing
his table by 21, despite the presence of 2007 champ
Andy Gerb who would qualify in the next heat.
No one won both heats, although ten repeated,
so 12 victors were qualified to advance. Schedule
conflicts claimed four, advancing four alternates in
their place. The last of these was Jefferson Meyer,
who would make the most of his second chance. A
75-72 win over Michael Kaltman in the semi-final
advanced him to the Final for the fourth straight
year and apparently gave him the
momentum for his biggest win ever
as he recorded his strongest win of
the event (96-79-65-60) in winning
his first WBC title.

Angela Collinson, FL

A

Josh Githens, SC
Steve Katz, VA
Frank Sinigaglio, NJ
Tom Saal, MI
Anthony Musella, VA
Scott Sirianna, NY
John Tighe, Jr, NJ
Bill Beckman, SC
Mike Stanley, OH
Angela Collinson, FL

263
144
128
120
117
85
78
72
60
56

Circus Maximus (CMS)

nother bloodbath was expected for the 21st
Final. 12 of the 13 qualifiers had responded
with eight heavies on the card. Consequently, the
crowd was surprisingly subdued as the opening
laps proved to be bloodless pony rides. It was
not for want of trying, but only four heavies successfully attacked the horses—scoring a total of
one hit! The bored crowd started watching the
dueling popcorn vendors in hopes of catching a
glimpse of some real action. But then they entered
the backstretch of the last lap…
With two-time champion Josh Githens leading, John Tighe Jr moved into third by skewering
a horse on the lead chariot for the first kill. The
next chit let the lady charioteer show her stuff and
she did one better, taking the lead by killing two
horses —one each from John Jr and Shawn Dorsey. John Tighe Sr took advantage of this sudden
carnage to slip into second, but his chariot was
two faster than the Amazon could muster on her
best day. Meanwhile, Josh—or Chief Dull Knife
as he was soon dubbed—spent the next six turns
trying to cut loose from his dog food concession.
On the last turn, with John Sr drawing even with
the slower Collinson, she lashed for five extra to
cross first.
There were only three steeds lost with Angela
sending two of them to their reward. It was the
tamest race anyone could remember and perhaps consequently the
Circus crowned its first female
champion. Oh, the shame!
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Bryan Collars, SC
Bob Heinzmann, FL
Bill Powers, VA
Joe Chacon, VA
O Michael Johnson, MA
O Peter Gurneau, WI
Bryan Collars, SC

Andy Lewis, DE

40  2007-2011

44  2006-2011

Top Laurelists

Bryan Collars, SC

T

Bill O’Neal, NY
Jack Morrell, NY
Chad Mekash, NJ
Joe Yaure, PA
O Brian Conlon, CT
O Mike Pacheco, CA

Bob Heinzmann, FL
Bryan Collars, SC
Michael Johnson, MA
Chris Byrd, CT
Mike Galandiuk, OH
J. R. Tracy, NY
Brian Hanechek, MA
David desJardins, CA
Bob Jamelli, PA
Bill Powers, VA

150
72
52
42
40
24
24
24
18
16

Combat Commander (CBC)

he tournament went Hollywood as we relived
the vicarious adventures of refighting scenes
and situations from five World War II films. The
tournament again used the Swiss-Elim format with
four opening Swiss rounds advancing four players to SE playoffs. The Swiss portion was played
in successive rounds with many hanging in there
to complete all four rounds. The games were new
scenarios owing allegiance to cinema for their titles:
Objective Claremont—“Kelly’s Heroes”; Where the Iron
Crosses Grow—“Cross of Iron”; A Midnight Clear—
from the film of the same name; and The Bridge Too
Far whose film context should be obvious. Each was
received with much mirth as the players recalled the
respective actors. Two players ran the swiss gauntlet unbeaten while six more at 3-1 looked to the tiebreakers for the second chance that would prolong
the event for two of them.
Two-time champion Bob Heinzmann dispatched Joe Chacon while Bryan Collars downed
Bill Powers in the process of “Saving Pvt Reno” in the
semi-finals. Bob chose to return to Arnhem in 1944
for the Final by reprising his role in “The Bridge Too
Far” scenario. Bryan took the British to force Bob
into attack mode. The Germans, using their HMG,
applied intense pressure on the defending Limeys,
killing the best British leader. However, the Red
Devils proved resilient and traded
just enough space for time to see
the game set with Bryan holding a
1-point lead to take the title in his
second trip to the Final.

Top Laurelists

Bill O’Neal, NY

Bill O’Neal, NY
Chad Mekash, NJ
Brian Conlon, CT
Tony Curtis, OK
Jack Morrell, NY
Rick Young, NC
Allan Kaplan, NJ
Terry Cotter, CT
Jeff King, ME
Andy Finkel, uk

123
56
54
50
48
30
28
24
18
18

Commands & Colors Ancients (CCA)

R

ound 1, fortified by the presence of five former
champs, was the swiss portion of a modified
swiss-elim format played in 4-player groups. A
round robin within each group using the Cannae
scenario followed with the best player in each group
advancing along with enough of the best runnersup to make 16. Side selection was determined by
bidding victory banners. Carthage won 36 of 66
games. Bids won the day for the Romans five times
and for the Carthaginians on three occasions so balance wasn’t much of an issue. Round 2 employed
another group round-robin using the Gabiene scenario from the 1st Expansion. This time, only the
winner of each pod would advance to the semis.
Antigones won 13 of 24 by over four banners while
Eumenes won his victories by just over two.
The semi-finals were conducted as two-game
matches, playing both sides of the Battle of Ipsus. In
the first match, 2007 champ Bill O’Neal faced Joe
Yaure. Both won as Selecus. Bill however was better as Antigonus, capturing seven banners to Joe’s
four. In the other semi, defending champ, Chad
Mekash met Jack Morrell. This time Antigonus was
victorious in both games and Jack edged Chad 5-4
in banners as Selecus.
The last test was Asculum pitting the upstate
NY rivals in a rematch of their 2007 Final. Both
players lost with the Romans by identical 6-2 scores so it was decided on total
blocks lost. Bill again got the better of
Jack and regained his title by losing 30
to Jack’s 37.
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Randy Buehler, WA
Laura DeWalt, MD
Edward Fu, NY
Gordon Rogers, PA
Rob Renaud, NY
O Aidan Czyryca, MD

Ty Hansen, DC
Matt Fagan, NJ
Wray Ferrell, IL
O Joe Harrison, KY
O Joe Doughan, NJ
O James Denam, NC

Thomas Browne, PA

Brad Johnson, IL

112  2009-2011

Top Laurelists

Randy Buehler, WA

T

Arthur Field, SC
Haim Hochboim, is
Randy Buehler, WA
Edward Fu, NY
Rob Renaud, NY
Sceaudeau D’Tela, NC
Edward Fear, NY
Andy Latto, MA
Laura DeWalt, MD
Jon Senn, PA

90
50
40
40
38
32
30
26
24
18

Dominion (DOM)

he format changed slightly with the addition
of expansion sets—Intrigue in the opening
rounds, Seaside in the semi-finals, and a mixed
board of both for the Final. Game shortages again
put a ceiling on attendance. With only 28 copies
of Intrigue available, the field was thus limited to
112, and players without games again had to be
turned away.
Because of the smaller field, only 48 qualified for the quarter-finals with six double winners, 14 with a win and a second and 26 with
either a first and third or two seconds. The cutoff was at the first and fourth place totals. Only
two of seven at that mark qualified, but the four
alternates who came all found space with only
41 qualifiers present—again demonstrating the
importance of checking the alternate list if you
really want to play!
Edward Fu was alone in garnering two wins
in both of the first two rounds, and he kept that
streak alive through the semis as well, cruising into the Final with a 6-0 record. But timing
is everything, and Randy Buehler picked the
right time to begin a streak of his own, capturing
both games in the Final. Consistency paid off for
Laura DeWalt who garnered a second and third
place finish in the two games to earn second
place overall. Edward Fu struggled in Round 4
with a second and fourth place finish. It was Randy’s third win of the
week and cemented his initial reign
as BPA’s 2011 Caesar.

30  1992-2011

Top Laurelists

Ty Hansen, DC

D

Bill Dyer, IL
132
Phil Barcafer, PA
93
Glenn McMaster, on
91
Joe Abrams, CT
70
Steve Koehler, NC
70
Joe Harrison, KY
58
Jean-Francois Gagne, qc 55
Benoit Groulx, qc
48
Stephane Dorais, qc
45
Matt Fagan, NJ
43

Dune (DUN)

une players are a small niche but very loyal.
More than a third of the field played in every heat. The average game lasted 4.1 hours and
spanned 6.8 game turns. The Guild continued its
four-year climb in the standings to emerge as the
top faction for the first year ever! Dune is always a
game of surprises, and this year was no different.
Interesting anecdotes included an Emperor being
funded by a Fremen ally, a Turn 2 Guild/Harkonnen victory fueled by traitor calls and hand swaps,
and a BG solo win by predicting the Guild in Turn 5!
Best Faction plaques were awarded to those
with the best single-game performance as each faction in the heats. Newcomer James Denam took
the honors for Atreides; Steve Cuccaro, BG; Jim
Garvey, Emperor; Stephane Dorais, Fremen; Matt
Fagan, Guild; and Joe Doughan, Harkonnen. With
his award, Matt became the only player to ever collect a full set of Best Faction plaques, having also
won for Atreides in 2005, BG in 2003, Emperor in
2004, Fremen in 2007 and Harkonnen in 2008.
Late in the Final, the BG emerged from the
shadows and brought force to Arrakis in earnest,
allied with the Emperor. Together, they controlled
four strongholds, wresting HRS away from the
Guild, who had held it nearly the entire game, and
edging the Harkonnen, who were a mere one spice
short of defending the Shield Wall. Ty
Hansen’s Emperor won the second
tie-breaker by virtue of retaining
nearly his full army intact on the
planet to claim the title.

Century Events
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2011 Results

Curt Collins II, PA
Rob Flowers, MD
Drew Buboff, NJ
O Greg Thatcher, CA
O Jay Fox, NJ
O Jeff Meyer, MA

Rich Meyer, MA
Dave Steiner, DE
Jennifer Thomas, NY
Ken Gutermuth, NC
Paul Van Bloem, MD
O D. Gutermuth, NC

Rob Flowers, MD

Bob Stribula, PA

68  1999-2011

70  1999-2011

Top Laurelists

Curt Collins II, PA

20

Rob Flowers, MD
103
Greg Thatcher, FL
77
Robb Effinger, on
69
Jason Levine, NY
62
Curt Collins II, PA
60
Jay Fox, OH
46
Geoff Pounder, on
46
Charlie Kersten, OH
40
Mark Guttag, VA
40
Stu Hendrickson, VA 36

El Grande (ELG)

preliminary games generated no double
winners. Two eventual qualifiers (Bryan
Berkenstock and defending champ Curt Collins)
played every heat, getting their requisite win in
the last. The highest winning score was a 125-point
showing by JR Geronimo; the lowest, a 74-point
squeaker by Dominic Duchesne.
The semi-finals had an unfilled vacancy but
still included six of the last seven champions. Two
games required a second tiebreaker to select a winner. Four of the six former title holders advanced,
with the fifth seat being claimed by Drew Duboff,
the youngest finalist in the event’s history.
Drew took the lead with an early score card,
helped somewhat by Rob Flowers playing for position instead of points, when he moved the king
onto a region where Drew had sole control. Jay Fox
fell behind in the midgame, but caught up briefly
on a card that scored the 6s and 7s, before falling
back again. In midgame, Rob took a slight lead.
This led to attacks on his position, provoking a
complete “retrenching” move wherein Rob moved
his Grande out of his original home territory to
New Castille, where he had no pieces at all, but a
large Castillo force waiting to pounce. Meanwhile,
Curt Collins built position in preparation for the
final scoring. Rob’s previous tally of firsts and seconds had dropped into measly thirds while Curt
had several firsts and seconds. A large
buildup in the Castillo still had the
chance to upset Curt’s comeback, but
he won by a four-point margin.

Top Laurelists

Rich Meyer, MA

T

Richard Meyer, MA 172
Jim Yerkey, MD
110
Harald Henning, CT 100
Tom Dunning, NY
97
Eric Brosius, MA
95
Dave Steiner, DE
91
Tedd Mullally, NJ
79
Mark Kennel, DE
78
Debbie Gutermuth, NC 66
Donna Balkan, on
61

Empire Builder (EPB)

he record 2011 WBC attendance was also reflected in a new high water mark for the 13th year of
Empire Builder. The Mexico map of Empire Builder
was played most often in Round 1 with Eurorails,
Martian Rails, India Rails, Lunar Rails, Iron Dragon, and
British Rails also played in decreasing frequency. 32
preliminary games yielded 25 unique winners. Jennifer Thomas and Dave Steiner were triple winners
while Tony Newton, Paul Van Bloem, and Mike Zorrer won twice to become the highest semi-final seeds.
Those seeds would work for three of the five.
The semi-finals used Empire Builder with Mexico. Jen and Dave continued their unbeaten streak.
Paul won his third game by the smallest margin
over Debbie Gutermuth who once again settled for
sixth place laurels. Rich Meyer and Ken Gutermuth
each won both their only Preliminary game and
their semi-final to get the most bang for their time
investment.
Jen and Ken started the Eurorails 4 Final by
dumping their hands in hopes of a better combination. It worked for Jen but not for Ken. In all, he
would dump his hand a staggering 15 times and
only delivered seven loads, although he played
the spoiler role effectively by grabbing all three
fruit loads to stymie Dave. He was still better off
than Paul who became a disaster magnet, drawing
four in succession. Meanwhile, without
much drama, Rich continued to make
deliveries to pass €250M for the win.
Dave had €208M, Jen €171M, Ken €137
and Paul €83M.
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2011 Results

Scott Driessen, MD
Blair Morgen, NJ
Jonathan Izer, MD
O Mike Windle, DE
O Patrick Mirk, FL
O Evan Hitchings, DE

Eric Freeman, PA
Ken Shoda, DC
O B. Berkenstock, NJ
O Patrick Shea, VA
O Dan Cetorelli, PA
O D. Bohnenberger, PA

Bill Alderman, VA

Craig Moffitt, NJ

45  1991-2011

36  1999-2011

Top Laurelists

Scott Driessen, MD

N

Gordon Rodgers, PA
Matt Evinger, PA
Mike Sincavage, VA
Bill Peeck, NY
Evan Hitchings, DE
Blair Morgen, NJ
Mike Mitchell, GA
Tim Hitchings, DE
Robert Eastman, NV
Scott Driessen, MD

78
75
48
47
41
36
36
33
33
30

Enemy In Sight (EIS)

ine former champions returned but only
winners advanced, and this year 12 of 13
would not be deterred from playing in the last
WBC Final to start. This required adjusting the
‘Low Man Out’ rule to eliminate the two lowest
players for the first two hands.
As expected with such a wide horizon,
many played standing up to improve their vantage point. The first hand started slowly, but
banter was active, if low scoring. With the leaders tied at 33, three were still scoreless, necessitating a random die roll to dismiss 2005 champ
Wade Fowble and Nick Paciorek. Hand 2 went
faster. With the lead standing at 69 points, Alan
Arvold and Jeff Miller were evicted, both having nine or less points. Now down to eight
players, the third hand gained both speed and
scoring. Blair Morgen fell just two points short
of victory with 98 points and a substantial lead
over the pack that could muster little more than
70. So we went to a fourth and deciding hand,
with seven players, Rob Kilroy having been excused as low man on the totem pole. As expected, Blair drew lots of attention, as the leader
should. At the end of the day, Scott Driessen,
an absolute newbie, won it all, with 142 points,
more than half of them (73) in the last hand—
to collect his first WBC shield. Blair, who had
come so close to winning it a
hand earlier, overcame a deluge of attacks to survive and
take second.

Top Laurelists

Eric Freeman, PA

Jeff Cornett, FL
114
Aaron Fuegi, MA
70
Eric Freeman, PA
60
Craig Moffitt, NJ
54
John Kilbride, PA
42
Ananda Gupta, MD
42
Chetan Radia, uk
40
Rob Kilroy, PA
36
Matt Calkins, VA
32
Aran Warszawski, is 30

Euphrat & Tigris (E&T)

E

ight preliminary winners and four
runners-up filled three semi-final
tables. In one, Patrick Shea advanced (6-712-12) by a margin of seven hypothetical treasures
over Dan Cetorelli (4-5-5-7). In another, Craig
Moffitt initiated a farmer battle with defending
champ Eric Freeman who had just drawn a fresh
hand that included the three farms he needed to
win. In the last, Bryan Berkenstock (8-10-12-13)
scored a rare victory from the fourth seat, but Ken
Shoda (6-7-9-11) trailed by only five hypothetical
treasures, advancing them both.
Eric had the first choice and selected third
(Lion) player in the Final. Bryan (fourth, Potter), Patrick (first, Archer), and Ken (second,
Goat) completed the table. Patrick opened in the
southwest with his King, later expanded with his
Trader and settlements to claim the corner treasure. Ken started nearby in the southeast with his
Trader and expanded in the other direction with
markets. Bryan started in the northeast corner
treasure with two disjointed kingdoms. Eric got
out of the gates fast with a round 4 black/green
monument in the northwest that soon drew hostilities. Patrick used the first catastrophe on the
farm that connected Eric’s leaders to the monument and dropped in his leader. However, Eric’s
catastrophe on the corner temple removed all the
usurpers’ support. His ability to build,
hold, and reclaim monuments proved
decisive as he finished with 14-14-1416 (lowest in red) to retain his title.

